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ABSTRACT

An underwater fiber optics communication link has been

shown to be a realistic alternative to the currently planned

coaxial cable link for the shallow-water torpedo tracking

range at the Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Station.

The currently planned system is reviewed in this thesis and

a fiber optic alternative is discussed. Several possible

modulation techniques are studied and compared. Choosing

pulse code modulation, a fiber optic link was built and

tested using a microprocessor controlled signal simulator.

A discussion of this link; including signal format, optical

transmission and reception is included. Fiber optic communi-

cations in general is an emerging field with new concepts

and active research. Several of these concepts are dis-

cussed and their possible integration into a fiber optic

shallow-water torpedo tracking range is suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field of optical communications is widely viewed as

a new technology, however, in 1880 Alexander Graham Bell

invented and patented a light-wave communications device,

the Photophone. The light beam was acoustically modulated,

transmitted through the atmosphere and demodulated using a

selenium detector [I]. Atmospheric absorption and scattering

presented a fundamental problem, the solution ultimately

being the optical waveguide. Today, one hundred years since

Bell first communicated on light beams, optical fiber communi-

cations is one of the fastest growing areas of modern elec-

tronics for a variety of reasons.

One potential application of this expanding technology

is undersea communication links, specifically an underwater

torpedo tracking range at the Naval Undersea Warfare

Engineering Station, Keyport, Washington. Earlier works

relating to this application have shown the feasibility and

viability of a fiber optic link [2, 31. The purpose of this

work is to discuss some previously unmentione" advantages

of an optical fiber communications system for the shallow-

water range at Keyport and to present some new conceDzs

being actively researched. Several possible modulition

schemes are discussed and compared. Finally, zne system

proposed and documented.



A. CURRENTLY PLANNED SYSTEM

Current plans for the shallow-water torpedo tracking

range at Keyport, Washington are tentative and any infor-

mation in this section must be viewed in that light. The

shallow-water range referred to as the Quinault Under-water

Tracking Range (QUTR) will be located in the coen ocean.

All other tracking ranges at Keyport, Washington are in

protected waters. The layout of QUTR is represented in

Figure 1. As a torpedo passes through the tracking range

it emits a signal which is pioked up by the array of hydro-

phones. The signal contains identification and telemetry

information which is transmitted over coaxial cable from

each hydrophone to a multiplexer and then on to the shore

facility at Kalalock, Washington. From there, the infor-

mation is conditioned and transmitted over a microwave link

to the Pacific Beach Tracking and Control Center for final

processing.

The modulation scheme to be used for QUTR is Spaced

Fraquency Shift Keying (SFSK). This is idential to normal

frequency shift keying except that there is a space or dead-

time between each different frequency signal as shown in

Figure 2. Because of the shallow-water and highly reflective

sandy bottom, a serious multipath problem exists. The space

between frequency transmission allows for some of this

signal echc to attenuate before another tone burst is sent,
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as shown in Figure 2. Since the information is zontained in

the frequency of the signal and not the amplitude, atten-

uation is not a concern. The speed of a torpedo varies and

can range up to 60 knots. At the higher speeds, the Doppler

shift in frequency must be accounted for:

Af = -- (1)

where Af is Doppler shift, is relative velocity, f Is the

operating frequency and c is the speed of light. Alhough

this Doppler shift seems to be a disadvantage it may 'e used

to recover a component of torpedo velocity. The QUTR '=-

quency bands are shown in Figure 3. Bands I and 2 accommo-

date high speed torpedos while Band 3 is used for tracking

a low speed torpedo.

QUTR will be located in the Pacific Ocean. Therefore,

the range will experience higher sea states then those in

protected waters. Also, the cable to shore will have to

pass through the surf zone.

B. FIBER OPTIC ALTERNATIVE

Commercial fiber optic systems for telephone communica-

tions have been proven in an operational status now for

about three years. Today's development efforts are not

concentrating on making fiber optic communications work,

but rather improving them with new technology. For this

reason, a fiber optic system proposed for installation

. , , , i • III I I IIIIII1
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today for QUTR will be different than one proposed for

installation several years in the future. Fortunately, a

system installed today could be added to and improved upon

without a complete redesign.

initially the link from the multiplexer to Kalaloch,

see Figure 1, could be an optical fiber cable. Then the

links from the individual hydrophones to the multiplexers

could be connected to fiber cuble. Current trends indicate

that optical multiplexers are a future possibility and

several research groups are even doing studies on fiber

optical hydrophones. A complete fiber optic system from

hydrophone to microwave link may be realizable in the next

five years.

C. FIBER OPTICS-AN EMERGING FIELD

Man has employed optical means in communications since

ancient times. Early Greek writers refer to visual signal-

ing such as flag and smoke signals. The Navy began exper-

imenting with flashing light in the 1800's [4]. During the

last twenty years technological advances have led to the

construction of large-bandwidth optical information-transfer

systems. The development of the laser and light emitting

diode in the sixties began the rapid evolution of fiber

optic communication. Once waves at optical frequencies were

generated, a low loss transmission medium and sensitive

receiver were needed. These needs were filled during the

12
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seventies with the production of the first low-loss fiber

optics transmission link and the invention and development of

silicon PIN and avalanche photodiode detectors.

Today, the essential ingredient in each fiber optic

system is the crucial utilization of one or more of the five

attractive features of optical fibers: low-loss, wide band-

width, small crossection, light weight, and non-inductive

property. These advantages have been developed and related to

the QUTR elsewhere [2, 3] and consequently will not be dis-

cussed here. The optical fiber is not just a replacement of

coaxial cable; rather it performs what the coaxial cable

could do poorly or simply could not do. Consequently, the

disadvantages of new technology (e.g., short history, possible

unknown factors, inexperience) count little. Currently the

cost of fiber optic cable is about equal to that of coaxial

cable. The future will bring nothing but higher copper costs

and, as technology and demand increase, lower fiber optic

costs.

The fact that fiber optics is a relatively new field

can be viewed as an advantage. New concepts and active

research are continually increasing the potential of such

systems. To design for the future, it is important to

recognize the current and projected potential of fiber optic

cable systems. To aid in this effort, some new and novel

concepts in fiber optics will be presented.

13



One trend very evident in the technology today is e

move towards longer wavelengths of ooeration. This is

primarily to achieve the lower attenuation levels possible

there. Attenuation losses in fibers are due to several

phenomena which often operate simultaneously:

1. AbsorDtion losses are primarily due to OH ions and

certain transition metal ions which have electronic trans-

itions in the wavelength range of interest and which cause

absorption of bands. High silica waveguides are regularly

made in which the metal ions do not contribute to the loss.

The only impurity for which a direct correlation has been

made is the OH radical, whose bands at 725, 825, 875 and

950 nanometers are clearly visible in Figure 4. The strength

of the 950 nanometers band has been shown to be approximately

I dB/km/ppm [5]. All absorption in the spectrum shown can

be accounted for by OH- absorption. it can be seen that

absorption decreases at certain higher wavelengths (above

1 micron).

2. Scattering loss in stare-of-the-art low-loss fibers

is attributed primarily to scattering centers in the fibers.

These may be due to inhomogeneities frozen into the glass

during the drawing process or more importantly, the result

of intrinsic inhomogeneities of the material. This intrinsic

scattering is believed to represent the fundamental limit to

attenuation in waveguides [5]. This loss, a , can be

calculated as follows:

14
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where T is the transition temperature at which the fluctua-

tions are frozen into the glass, 3 is the isothermal com-

pressibility, X is the wavelength of the transmitted light,

n is the index of refraction and k is Boltzmann's constant

[6]. Using present day silica materials, Equation (2) can

be reduced to

=t RX4 dB/km (3)s

where X is expressed in microns and the constant R takes the

value of 1.5 dB/km.micron [7]. Equation (3) clearly shows

that it will be advantageous to move to a longer operating

wavelength as long as the material absorption loss is small

at that wavelength.

3. Radiation losses are caused by the bending of fibers,

particularly at small radii of curvature, or geometric irre-

gularities in the optical fiber and imperfections at the

core to cladding interface. A special type of bending called

microbending can be created during the cabling process. It

is caused by microscopic bumps in the cabling media. These

losses are independent of wavelength and are generally

negligible for bend radii in excess of -i0 cm.

Attenuation losses decrease dramatically as wavelength

increases above I micron as shown in Figure 5. For X

13
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greater than 1.6 micron, the infrared absorption loss of

doped silica glass becomes the dominant factor, as it

sharply increases with wavelength [3].

Besides the lower attenuation, the longer wavelengths

have the advantage of lower overall dispersion rates.

Attenuation as well as disoersion limits the length of

transmission lines between repeaters; however, dispersion

or pulse spreading, also limits the data capacity of the

system. There are three main causes of dispersion in fibers.

1. As frequency changes, the dimensions of the wave-

guide, in wavelengths, changes. This normally causes the

phase term to vary with frequency, leading to so-called

waveguide dispersion. This is of importance in single mode

guides while for multimode guides it can be neglected since

it affects only high-order modes which are attenuated to

irrelevance in long lengths of fiber [31.

2. Material iisrersion is fdue to the frequency depen-

dence of the electrical Drooerties of the waveguide material.

it is caused bv the nonlinear aspects Df the refractive index

with respect to transmission wavelength. Pulse spreading

from material dis:ersicn is given by:

Material disoersion (4)
Sd\W

where L is the length of :he fi-er, . is the wavelength cf

transmitted light, c is the _,eed of iiht, n is the fiber



core refractive index and AX is tlie spectral width of the

light source. Finding a value of A for which d 2n/dX 2 is

zero will eliminate this source of dispersion. It has been

determined [3] that for pure silica a "zero material dis-

persion" (ZMD) point occurs at A 1.27 microns. Adding

certain dopants can shift the ZMD point within the bounds of

approximately 1.2 microns to 1.4 microns.

3. Signal distortion will occur if more than one oro-

pagating mode is excited. Multimode disersion results from

different rays of light of the same wavelength propagating

through the fiber core along different paths. This results

in different path lengths and therefore, different arrival

times for rays launched into a fiber coincidentally. ulti-

mode dispersion is a function of fiber length, refractive

index, and type of multimode fiber -- graded index or step

index. It is independent of wavelength.

Figure 6 [8] gives a clear understanding of the overall

dispersion picture. When steo index fiber is used, multinode

dispersion is the critical cause of -ulse broaoening !egard-

less of the source or wavelength. _'n -he other Ian, when

graded index fiber is used along with an LED source, the

longer wavelengths decrease the pulse spreading consiJeralbly.

The attractiveness of longer ...... " spurron-g the

search for new materials to produce LED an, ia3er ocurces in

the range l.0 micron <.k<l.6 micron. This year The first long-

wavelength comunications system was put into .:o:erati:n ;n

13



Sacramento, California. The system ie mn La D ;oerazinE

at 1.3 microns. The receiver is an indium :gaiium arsenide

?-i-n diode [9]. The best detector for the 1.1-1.7 micron

range is not a clear cut choice but several high-sensi:ivity

optical receivers that operate efficiently in this area have

been developed [3]. In a proposed trans-Atlantic fiber optic

cable, Bell laboratories have suggested the following:

Source: Single mode inGaAsP laser
Detector: n-3aAsP n-i-n diode

Fiber: <1dB/ km
Wavelength: 1.3 microns.

France will soon install an experimental fiber optic network

to oaerate at either 1.3 or 1.55 microns [13]. This is but

a sampling of the work being done in research and development

of the longer wavelengths. Low-loss systems operating in

the 1.1 to 1.6 micron waveband show promise of high perfor-

mance with long repeater spacing due to low loss and low

material dispersion of fibers in that waveband. Figures 7

and 8 graphically illustrate the fact that the greatest

bandwidth-distance product or minimum dispersion wavelen;th

coincides with one of the loss minima, 1.3 microns. Figure

8 also indicates the use cf InGaAsP sources and detectors

above 3.3 microns.

in anticipation of the move toward longer wavelengths,

fiber manufacturers are making fibers with their lowest

attenuation in the 1.1 to 1.7 micron band. _ornin; 31ass

29
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Works has recently announced a line of fibers they call tne

Double >Window Fiber (MMF. Through iL--mprovements in compos:-

t ion and manufacturing, tecnniques, they offer superior

cerrormance at the wavelengths of Dresent sources (0.03-J.9

microns) and irn~rovedl attenuatron rerrformance at w,,avelengths

rjroposei for second generation opera-tion (1115microns).

Therefore, they are both non-obsolescent and uri gradedble.

T he att-enuation is chlaracterized for .35SO microns and 1 .

Pm 4crons. At .35 microns the attenuat-r4on rang es from

3.3 d/m~~ the attenuation at 1.3 microns is about_ 1.3

dB lower. This d'ifference is due to the scatt ering- loss o

,he fiber d'iscussed] earlier.

do cu bl w i ndow fb e rs ar e go o d, trioe w 4Ln 4ow :o

should be even bett er. With the proper choice of cmoiin

operation optimized at 1.55 micron is also feasible [11.

>!ultiple window fibers are being marketed an-d boug-h: for --he

advantage of being, installed in a system today whicn could-, be

later upgraded to: longer wavelength opera-tion wi7_thout_ re,7lacrng

.. ,e f'iber. Another adv.antage to these fib~ers which i-, c;ro-winz

in popDulari-ty issmult aneous multi:rle wavele-n,7h ~~a:n

In a trip!-! window fib er the signal capacity wol be virtuallyv

triple d over a single window fiber. 3ermany; is plannin-g a

,-eleplhone sy3stem for 1)33 _slng fiber wihlow.-losswios

a: 3.3, 1.3 and, 1.5 microns to allow for future ugaig[2

?r--3ently, almost all orcical fiber ommunrarn ytm

'-ilize single wavelength transmirsins on a f iber. Byus in



different wavelengths, it is possible to transmit several

communications channels over the same fiber bidirectionally.

This capability adds a third dimension to the conventiona!

frequency division multiplexing and time division mulpleing 

which is unicue to optical fibers. Actually, two-way communi-

cations over the same fiber can occur at the same wavelength

if 3-dB directional couplers are used at each end [11]. Bi-

directional single fiber communications and wavelength

division multiplexing are receiving a lot of attention and

have recently been reported on by a number of different

laboratories worldwide [13-171.

One final area of fiber optic research worth mentioning

is fiber optic sensors. Sensing of changes in temperature,

pressure, radiation and other phenomena has been forecasted

to explode into a major market in the late 1980's and the

1990's for both high and low performance optical fibers.

The possible aoplication of fiber optic sensors to the '=a

would be the development of a fiber optic hydrophone. The

underwater signal from the tornedo is an accustic wave with

pressure variations. These pressure changes on a fiber mesh

can modulate a highly coherent source such as a laser. The

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., is Joing

active research on ootical fiber sensors along with several

other laboratories [13, 131. NRL has tested several sensor

configurat ions and categorized different fiber optic sensors

by frequency response, fiber type, source, and aivantages.

23



In the next twenty years fiber zotics technology will

continue to develop and fulfill its tremendous potential.

Attenuation will be well under I IB/km with low 4isersicn,

allowing bandwidths in excess of 1 gigahertz. Attenuation

will be so low that transmission will be taken for granted
much as the conductivity of copper wire. High performance

cable will be available at less than ten cents per fiber

meter. Cost today is viewed as nether an auvantage nor a

disadvantage for optical fibers in 7eneral, however, he

prospect for advantageous cost values in certain applications

will soon be realized. By the year 2CO virtually all new

installations will use fiber vice copper. Also, many copper

cables will be replaced by fiber.

Undersea applications are becoming especially attractive.

Broad bandwidth and low losses allow for higher data capacity

and fewer receaters. The physical size of fiber cable is

significantly less than its coaxial cable counterpart.

Because of the small fiber crosstalk, a number of fibers

can be fabricated into a single cable. Rather than using an

underwater multiplexer for the 'UTR (see Figure 1) each

individual hydroohone cable could be incorporated into one

a'ble at the current multiplexer point and that cable coull

be run to a shore based multiolexer. B'. brin--inE the mul~i-

Dlexer out of the water and onto the beach, the eie--ial

power recuired underwater is reluced. if si.na l : .....:

i a requirement, moving the multiolexer to nhr, produces



another advantage. The optical signal experiences almost

total internal reflection. The cladding surrounding the

fiber is made thick enough so that for all practical pur:oses,

there is no field outside of the cladding. -his character-

istic aids in the overall security of the link.

Gone is the day when fiber optics systems needed to be

proven. Today they are being improved. The ma4or.it of the

imDrovements in second generation systems stem frcrn ne snif:

of operating wavelength from the near infrared, 3.8 to C.9

microns, to the wavelength range 1.1 to 1.7 microns. Fiber

optic multiplexers and sensors are two novel devices now

being tested in the laboratory.

25



II. PROPOSED FIBER OPTIC SYSTEM

A. OVERALL DESCRIPTION AND BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 9 lays out in block diagram format, the test

system designed to demonstrate the principles of the fiber

optic system proposed for QUTR. It consists of a signal

generator, digital modulator, fiber optic link, digital

demodulator and signal processor. The signal generator

simulates the electrical signal from the toroedo. This

spaced frequency shift keyed (SFSK) signal is an analog

modulated digital signal (see Figure 2). The analog

modulating wave is then digitized in the digital modulator

and converted into optical energy for transmission over a

fiber link. A detector then converts the signal into

digital voltage levels for entry into a computer for

processing. Once the signal is digitized at the transmitting

end, there is no need to convert back to analog at the

receiving end since the signal is to be processed in a

digital computer. Each section of the system will be dis-

cussed in some detail including a description of operation,

output waveform, advantages, disadvantages and trade offs

made in the system design.
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3. SIGNAL SIMULATOR

The signal simulator used was a very versatile and prc-

grammably powerful minicomputer. The Single Board Computer

(SBC) 80/10A is one of Intel Corporations original equipment

manufacturer (CEM) computer systems. The SBC 80/iOA is a

complete computer system. The CPU, system clock, read!

write memory, nonvolatile read-only-memory, 1/0 ports and

drivers, serial communications interface, bus contrcl logic

and drivers all reside on a single 6.75-by-12 inch printed

circuit card. The central processing unit is an :nte 3080A

microprocessor chip.

In order to use the SBC 80/10A as an SFSK signal genera-

tor, an additional circuit card was required - - the PRO 30

Frequency Synthesizer. This single card unit manufactured

by Proteon Associates Incorporated is mechanically and

electronically compatible with the SBC 80/10A. The program

for the system was written by Jay Chase of the Naval Undersea

Warfare Engineering Station, Keyport, Washington, using the

Intel 8080 instruction set.

The user link with this micrcprogrammable signal simula-

tor is through a keyboard into an Electronics Industries

Association (ETA) interface. The EIA interface used in this

application was the RS-232C. This interface specifies

voltage levels whereby control and Jata signals -re exchanged

between the SBC 8V'IOA and the keyboard of the terminal.

All data signals are sent using binary serial signaling

23



convention. The actual hardware consists of two 25-pin

plugs which can be mated together. Each pin except the

ground is activated by either the keyboard or the computer;

thus the pins may be regarded as directional. Each Din

will, at any point in time, carry a voltage level corres-

ponding to binary 1 or 0. These binary signal levels are

used to indicate the activation or deactivation of control

functions on control pins and the values of bits in the

data stream on data pins. In most applications, only some

0f the 25 lines are actually used but they are all connected

through mating of the connectors. Specifications of the

RS-232C interface permit a certain degree of applicaticns

engineering leeway. There is no guarantee that any two

devices with RS-232C interfaces can be connected together

and be completely compatible. There are many variations

of the standard interface which become strongly applications

dependent E20].

The keyboard terminal used in this application was the

Computer Devices Miniterm. This terminal is designed pri-

marily to be used with a modem using telecommunication links.

Communicating directly with the SBC 80/10A is different from

the designed application for the terminal and therefore

several wiring changes in the interface were recuired.

Figure 10 documents the individual switch settings and wiring

changes made on the Computer Devices Miniterm in order to

successfully communicate. Only those lines required in the

RS-232C interface were connected.
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Pin #1: Protective Ground-electrically bonded to the

equipment ground.

Pin #7: Signal Ground/Common Return - establishes

common ground reference potential for all other

interface lines except line #1. Strapped Z0

Pin #1 on computer and terminal interface.

Pin #2: Transmit Data - Serial data on this circuit is

generated by the receiver with logic "1" voltaze

level between -3 V and -12 V and logi4 c "3'

between +3 V and +12 V.

Pin #3: Receive Data - Serial data on this circuit is

generated by the data terminal. Logic "1"

level is between -3 V and -12 V into a 3K2

load. Logic "0" level is between +3 V and +12

V into a 3QK load.

Pin #11: Local - a TTL output from the terminal indi-

cating the placement of the terminal mode

switch into the LOCAL mode when the voltage

level is less than +0.3 V.

Pin 418: Local Full - a TTL signal input which will

place the terminal in full duplex mode when

jumpered to pin 11 (used for hardwire connec-

tion only).

Program control is accomplished through the keyboard

using a few simple commands. Switching power to the 3BC

80/10A initializes the program. From there, any one of
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eight preprogrammed SFSK signals, called "setups" in the

program, may be selected. The capability also exists to

generate a custom signal from the keyboard by specifying

modulating frequencies, biz time, space time, and frequency

sequence. Referring to Figure 2, the setup required to

simulate the Band 1 telemetry signal would consist of the

following.

FREQUENCY A (HZ) = 3031325

FREQUENCY 3 (HZ) = 0034755

FREQUENCY C (HZ) = 3036245

FREQUENCY D (HZ) = 2037300

TIME OF BITS (JS) = 301500

: ZNGTH F SPACE (PS) = .110

SEQUENCE A B C D

These specifications would produce a SFSK signal consisting

of a 1.5 msec. burst of 33.325 kHz., followed by an 11 msec.

space, a 1.5 msec. burst of 34.755 kHz., an 11 msec. space,

a 1.5 msec. burst of 36.245 kHz., an 11 msec. space, and a

1.5 msec. burst of 37,300 kHz.. This sequence will repeat

on the next positive going pulse from the trigger (see

Figure 10). The programmed sequence may have up to 126

frequencies and spaces in place of the eight (four fre-

quencies and four spaces) shown above.

The signal simulator Is a very handy and convenient

device to simulate the signal transmitted from the torpedo

being tracked. :t is very versatile in that almost all
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components of the signal may be altered for experimentation.

When used alone, however, there are two deficiencies that

must be noted. Both deficiencies stem from -he fact that

the signal out of the SBC 30/12A simulates the clean signal

transmitted from the torpedo and not the noisy signal

received at the hydrophone.

First, there is no provision for adding in the severe

multioath problem mentioned earlier and illustrated in

Figure 2. One possible method of introducing multirach

interference to the signal would be to run the output of the

SBC 80/10A through an analog delay device. Single chip

"Bucket Brigade" devices such as the SADIO24A may do the

job with a minimum of external circuitry. The SADI324A

has two separate 512-stage shift registers which ca:. be used

independently or in combination to provide a continuously

variable electronic delay to create reverberation, echo or

ohase shift.

The second deficiency of the system is that nc orovision

is made for the occurance of a Doppler shift in frequency.

The Pro 80 Frequency Synthesizer has the capability cf rend

frequency slewing with extremely fine granularity. The

maximum frequency update rate is limited by the microprocesscr

speed. The SBC 80/!0A microcomputer has a 433 nanro:econd

clock period and this corresoonds to a minimum time re, ,uired

to increment the output frequency of 24 microseconds per
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increment. This means that during one pulse of 1.5 milli-

seconds, as many as 62 frequency increments could occur.

C. SIGNAL MODULATION

The modulation scheme selected is important to the total

system architecture of any communication system. The infor-

mation to be transmitted may be encoded in any of several

ways; the proper choice depending on the characteristics

of the system. Modulation techniques can be grouped into

one of two categories - - analog or digital. After a brief

discussion of analog modulation, several different digital

schemes will be investigated and compared. The basic dif-

ference between modulation of optical carriers and of f

carriers stems from the nature of the devices used. In

optical systems the intensity (square of the electric field)

is modulated directly rather than the amplitude as in rf

systems [21].

Analog modulation can be further divided into two cate-

gories: continuous analog modulation and sampied analog

modulation. In continuous analog modulation the source is

not encoded but rather the information signal varies

continuously with amplitude (AM), frequency (FM), phase

(PM) or intensity (IM). IM analog transmission is the most

compatible with existing light sources. The value of The

intensity is directly proportional to the value cf the signal

and therefore 2M analog modulation re- '-ure. - reat device
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linearity. In general, a laser source will oroduce mcre

linear operation than a light emitting diode source.

Sampled analog modulation, also referred to as 7ulse

modulation, requires oeriodic samples of the informazion

signal which are encoded through one of several 7arameters

of the intermittent carrier. in other words, a sulse has a

varying amDlitude, duration, or time of occurrence according

to the information sample. Sampled analoc modulation has

een confused with diSital modulation because f he indi-

vidual pulses and sampling involved. 7f the oulse has

continuously varying values of amlitude, duration or time

occurrence the scheme is analog. if there 4s a :inite

number of discrete values of amo itude, iuration, etc., then

the scheme is a digital one. Analog systems require less

bandwidth than digital systems; however, bandwidth is not

usually a constraint in optical fiber systems. Digital

systems require greater processing speed than analo. systems,

but this also is not a problem with modern semiconductor

technology. The properties of optical systems make them

well suited to reaD the benefits of a ligital modulation

scheme.

The advantages of using a digital modulation scheme

include the following:

1. Digital signal regeneration may be accmrlisheu t

the repeater or receiver with a minimal amount of noise 3:

comoared to analog signal regeneration. In an ana!log
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system, noise, once introduced, cannot be eliminated and

the signal is degraded accordingly. This is not the case

dn dital transmission. As long as the receiver can make

a binary decision on the presence or absence of a Dulse,

the perturbations of the signal due :o the preceding

transmission section are eliminated.

2. Substantial bandwidth is available in optical svstems

and digital modulation can utilize that bandwidth to oCo

advantage.

If multiplexing is required, the frequency divisi n

multiplexing used for analog systems is more expensive than

-he time division multiplexing used for digital sys=ems [.

4. The use of a digital computer at the receiver si-e

for processing of the signals means that the signal must e

digitized at some point prior to entry into the computer.

Six different digital modulation schemes will be dis-

cussed: Pulse intensity Modulation (PIM), Pulse With

Modulation (PWM), Pulse Position Modulation, Pulse Fecuenc."

Modulation (PFM), Delta Modulation (IM), and Pulse Coce

Modulation (PCM).

Pulse Intensity Modulatin is not Darticularlv attractive.

Discrete intensity levels are set and the source intensity

becomes one of these levels according t: the message inout.

As in the analog case, this requires a high-Y linear source

and exact attenuation measurements from transmitter to

receiver in order to correctly decode the signal.
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A pulse width modulated waveform consists of a secuence

of pulses, the width of each pulse bei proportional to the

values of a message signal at the samplina instants. The

problem here is with dispersion. The transmitted pulse

width will always be less than the received pulse width.

This will increase the difficulty of the receiver to correctly

decode the signal.

Pulse Position Modulation consists of 7uises in which

the displacement from a specified time reference is cropor-

tional to the sample values of the information oearing sig

?M is particularly attractive for optical communications

systems because the ootical source can be operated at a low

duty cycle to extend the lifetime of the device. PPM systems

share with PWM systems the problem of dispersion mentioned.

generally, PPM will be useful at low bit rates where oulse

broadening is negligible.

Pulse Frequency Modulation is a method of pulse modula-

tion in which the information signal is used to frequency

modulate a carrier wave consisting of a repetitive oulse

:rain. The PFM approach is being tested by the -ritish Post

Office in Milton Keynes, a town north of London. Even though

the signal consists of a train of pulses, the': consider it

an analog system because the electrical modulators and

lemodulators work on analog principles. PFX can be ocnsiered

frequency modulation of a square wave. The pulseliku nature

of the PFM signal lowers the susceptibility to sourse and
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detector nonlinearities which are critical in conventional

analog systems as mentioned earlier. The other disadvantage

of analog systems however, still holds. Noise picked up

during transmissions is passed on and. amplified by

repeaters [12].

Delta Modulation was invented in 1346 as a method of

analog-to-digital conversion using principles not in commcn

-isage at the time. DM pulses represent binary decisions

based on whether the difference between the modulating

signal and the approximation of the signal at the time of

sampling is positive or negative. The encoder contains a

difference circuit which subtracts the output of a pulse

integrato r from the modulating a signal. The difference

between the actual signal and the approximated value then

controls the pulse generator to produce either positive

or negative pulses of uniform duration and of constant

amplitude for that pulse interval. A comparison made by

::T Federal Laboratories between a delta modulation and a

culse code modulator (to be discussed next) :ncws that above

40 kilobits per second, PC'! was superior in signal to noise

ratio [22]. One advantage of DX, however, is that syn-

chronization is not required at the receiver to demoduiate

the signal. The decoder consists of an integrator identical

to the one in the enccder and a lcw pass filter.
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Pulse Code Modulation will be shown to be well-suited

to transmission over optical fiber systems. PCM means that

an analog modulating wave is sampled, quantized, and coded.

Standard values of a quantized wave are indicated in the

modulated wave by a series of coded oulses that, when e-

coded, indicate the standard value of the original quantized

wave so that it may be reconstructed. When using optical

sources, the codes will usually be binary, where the code

for each cuantized level will consist of oulses and spaces.

Besides having all the advantages of digital transmission,

PCM possesses two additional advantages. A single pulse

only carries a fraction of a bit of information similar to

spread seoetrum tedhniques mentioned in an earlier work on

QU'R [31. The analog value of a wave is set to the closest

quantized level and then that level causes an n-bit pulse

train to be transmitted.

PCM is computer compatable. The string of coded pulses

representing an analog value can even be -he American Standard

Code For Information interchange (ASCII) or Binary Coded

Decimal (SCD). What this means is that very little if any

code conversion is required prior to the signal being input

to the computer.

One interesting characteristic of PCM important to the

-1TR appli.-ation is the fact that the frecuencv of the analog

signal can be recovered directly from the digital zulse

stream. There is no need for a digital to analog c:nverter



at the receiving site. All the information in the SFSK

signal is contained in the frequency of the modulating wave.

Therefore, PCIM seems to be ideally suited as the digital

modulation technique for the QUTR because of the following

advantages:

- binary detection has the greatest noise immunity

- a single pulse carries only a fraction of a bit of

information

- excellent compatability with a computer processor

- the frequency of the analog wave may be recovered

without demodulating the PCM signal

PCM encoding entails three steps as indicated in Figure

11: sampling, quantization and binary word assignment.

Sampling theory states that to be recovered completely, a

signal must be sampled more than twice per cycle. Another

way to describe the limitation is by the Nyquist frequency,

which is equal to one-half the digitizing rate. No signal

at or above the Nyquist frequency can be recovered. If a

signal is sampled less than two times per cycle a phenomena

called aliasing can occur, in which the reconstructed signal

turns out to be a lower-frequency version, or alias, of the

actual signal. Aliasing can only be prevented one way - by

sampling a signal more than two times per cycle of the high-

est frequency it contains. The highest frequency planned

for QUTR is 49.407 kHz. Sampling rate must be greater than

98.814 klz or essentially 100 kHz.
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Quantization is the process of assigning a set of dis-

zrete output levels to analog amplitude levels. It is here

where the primary error is introduced for this application.

Quantizing error is the difference between the value of the

analog input a.d the digital out-put.

Finally, the quantized value is coded into n-bits

from most significant bit (MSB) to least significant bit

(LSB). It is this code which may be ASCII, BCD or straight

binary.

The block diagram (Figure 12) of the PCM transmitt'er

designed and built snows the analog wave input to an analog

to digital converter (ADC). The A2C used was Datel Sys:ems

inc., Model ADC-EH831. Of the several possible methods of

analog to digital conversion, the most common method and

the one employed in this converter is successive approxima-

tion. The successive approximation converter is known for

its high resolution combined with high speed. It operates

at a fixed conversion time; independent of the value of the

analog input.

Referring to Figure 12, the 2 MXz system clock is fed

through a divide-by-twenty counter, giving a 103 kHz sample

rate for the ADC. Thia is above the Nyquist sampling rate of

33.814 kHz mentioned earlier. The actual conversion time :f

the ADC-EH9Bl is 4 Lisec. When the conversion is complete,

the end of convert (EC) status line goes low indicating

that the parallel data out is valid. :t remains low until
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the next clock Dulse, which causes it to go high again. The

EOC status line transition from high to low triggers a pulse

from the monostable multivibrator which enables an up counter

and multiplexer. The counter counts from 0000 to 0111. On

the very next clock pulse the counter is reset to 00C0 and

turned off until the next sample has been converted. The

result of this section of the circuit is to sample the eight

parallel inputs and serialize them for transmission. The

first bit is used for timing in the receiver and is always

transmitted .iigh.

Using seven outputs of the ADC result in 2-1 or 127

possible discrete sampling levels. By referring to Figure 13,

the actual transmission rate can be figured as follows:

Timing bit duration = T

Seven information bits duration = T 2

Lapse time = T3

Telemetry bit Rate T 1 1 103 KBS
T I +T2+T3 (.5+3.5+6)x!0 -

(5)

Baud Rate = 5 3 2 Mbaud (6)
2 3.5x10-/7

Confusion can arise here since one bit of telemetry infor-

mation is represented by seven ?CM bits, one timing bi- an-

a dead time of approximately 6 ;isec. A PCM bit Deriod i
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approximately .5 visec. Therefore, one bit of telemetry

information is sent every 10 psec giving an information

transmission rate of 100 KBPS as shown in Figure 13.

Figures 14-19, taken from the multiplexer output, show

the PC! signal just orior to conversion into optical Tower.

7n Figure 14, only the riming bit is seen (all other bits

are zero) indicating that the modulating wave is at -5

volts. All bits in the PCM word in Figure 15 are hizgh

except the MSB, indicating the wave value at this point is

-0.34 volts. This is just prior t- the zero crossing. The

next digital step (Fi gure 16) indicates the analog wave is

now crossing zero. Finally in Figure 17, the wave Is at

its maximum value of +5 volts. Figures 13 and 16 are

randomly chosen samples. it is easy to see that the analcg

wave is at some voltage greater than zero in Fi'ure 13

and at some voltage less than zero in Figure 19. This

observation can be made simply by looking at the PSB.

D. OPTICAL TRANSMITTER

The optical transmitter converts an electrical signal

into an optical signal by modulating the output of a ight

source, usually by varying the source drive current.

Solid state light emitting diodes (LEs) and laser

diodes are the two main sources for optical fiber trans-

mission since their output can be rapidly controlled by

varying thei- bias current. Addti~nal attractve features
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include: high brightness, small size, emission wavelength

and low drive voltage. There are some definite advantages

to be realized by using a laser source, mainly because of

its coherence and all the implications thereof: large band-

width, high power densities, small divergence angle, mono-

chromaticity, linear Dolarization [23]. Lasers can generally

produce 10 dB or more optical power than LEDs can produce.

Coupling losses From the source to the fiber are also wer

for lasers due to their greater power output and smaller

divergence angle. Typically, 10 dB more power can be zcuole

into a fiber from a laser than from a LED.

As with every real-world device, there are certain

trade-offs with a laser source that must be considered. The

important requirement for an optical source is iat it Se

capable of stable, continuous operation at room temperature

for years. The laser must be operated in a restristed

current range just above its lasing threshold current. This

threshold current may change with time and temperature

thereby requiring laser drive circuits to employ special

feedback or electronic drive circuits. The cost of laser

sources is generally two to four times that of LE:. 7,_

single point to point communications system that initial

cost is not as important as it is in a system such as the

"UTR where there would be a number of sources; one at each

hydrophone. The zhreshold current for lasers is about doubie

the current requirement of LEDs. This is another important



consi-eration for the QUTR where each hydrophone must have a

source of power, either from the beach or interal supply.

Light emitting diodes are the simplest of solid state

sources. They have adequate output power, optical bandwidth,

and can be directly modulated. Their low cost and long

life make them the choice for this application. The primary

limitation is their relatively wide output spectrum. There-

-ore the bandwidth is limited primarily by the fiber dis -

oersion characteristics rather than by fiber losses. As

mentioned earlier, longer wavelength operation could dras-

tically reduce this limitation. In fact, InGaAsP ZEDs

operating at the longer wavelength have been fabricated for

some time and now actually perform better than tne GaAL-s

LEDs operating in the 0.8-0.3 um range [241. Because the

electrical signal can directly drive the LED source and

because of the simplicity of control circuitry, low cost

and high reliability, the LED source was chosen for the

proposed QTJTR system.

The LED is primarily characterized by its radience at

a given drive cur2ent. Radience is the radient flux oer

unit solid angle per unit area. Some LED sources are pur-

chased with a short fiber pigtail attached. In that case

the radient flux or optical tower Coupied into the fiber i

usually given in watts. Other important oarameters are

listed in Table i for a Laser Diode !RE-61FB LED.
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LIGHT EMITTING DIODE

IRE - 160FB

Nin Tm %lax

Total Optical Power Out: 40 Iw 50 w

(into pigtail with 100 ma DC current)

Forward current DC: 100 ma 150 ma

Voltage: Forward at 100 ma DC: 2 V

Reverse: 3 V

Peak wavelength of emission: .805 -,;m .820 lpm .835 'm

Spectral Width (3 dB points): .040 jm

3 dB Optical Power Bandwidth: 40 MHz

Rise Time: 14 ns

Table 1. Laser Diode Laboratories Inc.

IRE 160FB LLD Specifications
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The LED drive circuit (Figure 20) designed for the QUTR

is similar to one used by the Naval Ocean Systems Center

(NCSC) in San Diego, California. The primary advantage of

this circuit is the fact that it is TTL compatable. The

digital signal from the PC:M circuit is fed directly into one

of the inverters which ?resents one :TL load. The inverted

signal is then fed to five inverters in parallel. Since

each inverter will actually sink about 20 ma, the LED drive

current of i00 ma is achieved. In order to determine the

prebias point of the LED, a plot of the i-V characteristic

of the diode was made (Figure 21). Prebiasing is one method

of increasing the speed of response of the LED and therefore

the bandwidth. When the LED is off, a small trickle current

(less than 5 ma) flows so that the LED is not completely

off. When the LED is turned on by the paralleled inverters

sinking current, the 402 resister acts as current limit so

as not to overdrive the LED. in order to further increase

the speed of response the dashed portion of the circuit may

be added. At turn-on, the capacitor looks like a short

circuit thereby decreasing turn-on time. Once the LED is

on, the capacitor acts as an open circuit permitting current

to flow only through the 402 resistor.

Although Table 1 indicates the typical optical Dower

output is 50 ,watts, the actual power output was experimen-

tally measured in the circuit as 72 iwatts or -11.35 dBm.

This value will be :sed later in some power budget calcula-

tions.
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E. FIBER LINK

Otical fibers are similar to coaxial cable only in that

they are most accurately described as an optical waveguide

with a number of propagating modal states. One major dif-

ference is that the optical radiation becomes the signal

carrier and as such its frequencics are far above those

encountered in the electronic signal region. Consequently,

the method of signal transmission consists of modulating the

optical power cutput of the source.

Selection of the proper optical fiber is one of the

critical considerations in the design of optical fiber

communication systems. Since the fiber's attenuation is

wavelength dependent (see Figure 4) and the dispersion pro-

oerties of a fiber are a function of the fiber construction,

fiber choice establishes an upper limit on system bandwidth

and transmitter-to-receiver spacing. Engineering consi-

derations in the selection of the proper fiber and cable

for the QUTR have been researched and reported on in earlier

works [2, 3]. The primary new trends that need to be empha-

sized are the lower attenuation values combined with the

shift to longer operating wavelengths. The primary cause

of attenuation at lower wavelengths in silica fibers is

Rayleigh scattering which decreases as the fourth power of

the wavelengths. At longer wavelengths, Rayleigh scattering

becomes negligible, however, infrared absorption begins to

dominate as shown in Figure 5. Doping of the fiber with

5 j



certain elements will affect the exact optimal wavelength

of operation. This wavelength should coincide with the

source wavelength and highest spectral resoonse of the

detector.

For the QUTR, the relatively slow bit rate of 2 MBPS,

means that dispersion or pulse broadening is not the critical

problem. A good quality fiber such as ITT's T-200 series

with a dispersion of 3.5 ns/km is adequate to transmit the

PCM signal from hydrophone to the beach. Fiber attenuation

will, however, prove to be a critical factor in fiber

selection. A sample power calculation and bandwidth calcu-

lation will be made in Section H of this work.

Besides the actual fiber cable, a fiber link also consists

of connectors. Connector installation was the largest single

nightmare encountered in the experimental work associated

with this paper. Although the connectors used in the

laboratory system would not be the same used in an under-

water environment the problems encountered will be similar.

in addition, the QUTR will have the problem of the water

tight integrity of the connector. The most frustrating

problem is lack of connector standardization. At 2resent

a variety of approaches to the connector problem have ieJ

to customized and unique designs on an individual system

basis.

Fiber optics connectors are not the sinple devices that

are common in the electrical connector field. any fiber
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optic connectors tend to have more bulk than their electrical

counterparts and their use involves various splicing and

epoxy casting and polishing steps not required in the elec-

trical domain. The various connector designs by manufacturers

are radically different and incompatible. Most designs rely

on some type of precise fiber-to-fiber alignment in the

connector mechanism to provide a loss of 0.5 to 3.0 dB.

These connectors range in price from about 3 dollars to over

60 dollars per connector.

Two different connectors were applied to single fiber

ootical cable. Both connectors recuired the use of epoxy

for securing the fiber in the connector. A successful ter-

mination was made using an Amphenol 906-110-5JC1 connector.

This connector employs the use of four touching cylinders

placed in a hollow cylinder as shown in Figure 22. The

fiber is then guided down the center of the hollow cylinder

in such a way that the four cylinders act as alignment guides.

Epoxy is then drawn into the hollow cylinder to secure tne

fiber. Finally, the four cylinders and fiber extend sli§h1>

from the end of the connector so that they may be zrcund

and polished down to the required smooth surface.

A number of terminations were attempted using a Cannon

1TT FOT-FJ series single fiber connector shown in Fisure 2>

Although the !TT manual for terminating these type connectors

was followed as closely as possible, none of the terminaticns

made were successful. The connector jesign permit; termi:ation
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of fibers with diameters ranging from 50 um to 250 urm. This

flexibility is achieved through the use of a jeweled ferule

illustrated in Figure 23. The sapphire jewel used is a

standard watch jewel. One side of the jewel is cup shaped

and serves to guide the fiber into the appropriate size hole.

The outside diameter of the fiber used (T-203) was 125 -,n

and therefore a jeweled ferule slightly larger was used as

stated in the ITT manual. Epoxy was then drawn into the

ferule using a syringe and rubber tubing. Finally, the

jeweled end of the assembly is ground and polished.

To test the connector, an optical power meter was used.

First, in order to test for breaks in the one kilometer

fiber length, a helium neon laser was aligned and the beam

was launched into the fiber end with no connector. An

Amphenol connector was applied to the other end of the

fiber and the laser light was visible coming out of the

connector. Application of the ITT connector however,

resulted in no visible or measurable optical power out of

the connector. The reasons for this failure are beliived to

be related to the polishing stages of connector application.

Examination of the connector end under a microscope reveals

that the surface is not as highly polished as it shculd be.

The conclusion reached was that connector application today

is more of an art than a science. in order to become pro-

ficient one would need instruction, demonstrati~n ano

practice.
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The future of optical connectors is bright. Standards

are being developed and imposed on manufacturers so that

next generation devices will be smaller, more compatible

and simpler to install. The proposal by Bell Telephone to

lay a trans-oceanic fiber optic cable will sour research

and devel,,pment of a good underwater connector.

Because of the inability to install connectors, an off

the shelf fiber optic system was used to demonstrate the

modulation and demodulation schemes designed for the QUTK.

The system, marketed by Spectronics, is called "The 2issing

Link" and comes with Siecor optical cable and installed

.mphenol connectors.

The transmitter module, SPX 4140, comprises a complete

functional optical transmitter for digital data. TTL

compatibility allows direct connection to the encoding

circuit described in Section C. The GaAlAs LED is integra-

ted into a connector which is compatible with the Amphenol

connectors attached to the fiber. Peak emission wavelength

is 0.82 =m with maximum power out of .75 mW. This power

decreases with fiber core diameter down to .37 mW into a

i03 pm aperture. Data rates of up to 10 MHz are possible.

The SPX 4141 is the Spectronics receiver module matched

to the SPX 4140 transmitter. The voltage out of the receiver

is TTL compatible allowing direct connection to the cemo-

dulation circuitry described in Section 3. The PuI Jiode
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detector has a peak responsivity at 0.32 .m. The data format

of the input is critical in that its short-term average must

be constant. Pulse code modulation of a sinusoid satisfies

this restraint.

Both the transmitter and receiver modules operate from

a single +5 volt Dower supply. The supply, ground, and

data pins were connected and the PCM signal was successfully

transmitted over the Siecor fiber optic cable suppliod (10

meters). The receiver was sensitive enough to be operated

without applying an external bias voltage to the P- diode.

An increased cable length would require bias voltage on the

PIN diode to increase its sensitivity.

F. OPTICAL RECEIVER

Ontical detectors needed for fiber optic transmission

systems must satisfy certain requirements regarding perfor-

mance, compatability and cost. Important performance require-

ments are as follows:

1. High responsivity or sensitivity at the system

operating wavelength.

2. Adequate bandwiJth )r speed Df response to accom~nodate

the data rate.

3. Minimum additional noise generated by the detectzr.

4. High reliability and low susceptibility; of perfor-

mance characteristics to encronment-il 2ond ions

and changes.



Compatibility requirements for the QUTR application

involve several considerations, although not as stringent

as the optical transmitter which will be underwater. Physi-

cal size, fiber coupling and power supply requirements still

need to be taken into account. Solid-state ohorodiodes

satisfy most all requirements of performance, compatibility

and cost. The two types of photodiodes which match the

wavelengths of existing light sources are the avalanche pho-

todiode (APD) and the PIN diode. The APD has an internal

gain and therefore its responsivity is one to two orders of

magnitude better than the PIN diode. The APD is about an

order of magnitude more expensive than the PIN diode. in

order to choose a detector, the smallest received signal

must be matched to the smallest detectable signal without

reducing the system bandwidth, or bit error rate. If a PIN

diode would meet the specifications it would be the desired

receiver over a APD.

The overall receiver transfer function can be defined

by the ratio of output voltage to input current from the

detector. The detector converts oPtical power into current

and later stages of the receiver convert the current into

voltage and then amplify it - usually to the same level as

the voltage input to the transmitter (TTL). This transfer

function is known as the transimoedence.
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The receiver of a fiber optic system includes a low-

noise front end amplifier optimized for use with the detec-

tor. Modules are commercially available which have detectors

coupled to a preamplifier in a small, light-weight packaze.

The detector current produces a voltage across a load

resistor or feedback resistor. This voltage can be cal-

culated by multiplying the received power, the respcnsiv ity

and the effective load resistance.

The most important performance oarameter for a digita7

communications systen. is bit error rate (BER). BER is the

ratio of incorrect bits to total bits received. :he BER

decreases dramatically with small increases in o"tioal Dower

as the receiver ONR tasses through the neighborhood o. 23 d4

[25]. For example, if a PC.- system is operating at a BER
-8

of 10 , an increase in oDtical power of 1 dB will reduce
-10

the BER to 10

Using a Hewlett Packard PIN photodiode for a detector,

a receiver circuit was designed and built. However, due to

problems encountered with connector application mentioned

earlier, this circuit was neither fully tested nor com-

pletely operational.

It is shown in Figure 24 only as a possible starting

point in the construction of a receiver circuit and for

signal power caizulations in the following section. The

HP-4220 is a low noise, hign sensitivity, high speed P7*L
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photodiode. The CA 3140 is a PMOS/bipolar operational

amplifier with a MOS/FET input stage. The MOS/FET input

stage provides very high input impedance, very low input

current and exceptional speed performance.

g. SIGNAL DEMODULATOR

Prior to discussing the demodulation scheme, a quick

review of the overall system should be helpful to the

reader. First, the torpedo traversing the shallow water

range emits 1.3 isec bursts of energy in the form of acoustic

waves every 12.5 psec (see Figure 2). These waves vary in

frequency from 30 to 5O kHz. The hydrophones aetec: these

signals and convert them to analog electrical voltage signals.

These analog signals are zhen pulse code modulated, and a

timing signal is inserted. The TTL voltage levels are then

converted to current levels in order to on-off modulate a

light emitting diode. The optical power out of the LED is

then coupled into a fiber and transmitted to the beach

(assuming the multiplexer is on the beach) where an optical

detector and receiver convert the optical energy into current

and then TTL voltage levels again. Now the PC:! signal is

present on the beach for further processing.

Recall from the earlier discussion of the signal format,

that all the information transmitted is contained in the

frequency components of the signal. The task at hand is to

extract the frequency information from the PC! signal. Tne
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obvious method would be to demodulate the PCM signal using

a digital to analog converter and then measure the fre-

quency of the reconstructed wave. This conversion would

introduce additional error and although it is one alterna-

tive, a better alternative would be to somehow extract the

frequency information directly from the PCM signal without

a conversion to analog values. There is a simple method for

accomplishing this which is ideally suited to a digital

computer.

First, assume no noise is present. The received signal

will be as illustrated in Figure 25. When the voltage value

of the analog wave is greater than zero, the most significant

bit (MSB) of the received signal is always high. When the

analog signal falls below zero, the MSB is always zero. In

other words, the MSB acts as a zero crossing detector. A

square wave of the same frequency as the analog wave could

be reconstructed using digital circuitry or the frequency

itself could be computed through a simple software program

if the data stream was input to the computer. The preferred

method for the QUTR application would be through a computer

for reasons to be discussed later.

A digital circuit was designed, built, and tested to

demonstrate the capability of extracting the frequency

component from the PCM signal. Looking at Figure 26, the

PCM signal is fed to a decoder acting as a one to eight
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demultiplexer. The signal is also fed to a J-K flip-flop.

The first bit or timing bit turns on the flip-flop which

activates a counter. The counter will allow the decoder to

demultiplex the seven bits of data. Feeding the counter

outputs through a NAND gate back into the flip-flop turns

off the counter until the next timing bit is received.

The clock required for circuit operation must be set on or

close to the clock frequency of the transmitter. This

frequency is not real critical since the clock, in effect,

is synchronized after every eight bits by the timing pulse.

The more interesting part of the circuit is the section

containing the multivibrators. The monostable multivibrator

(74121) generates a .4 usec pulse for every timing bit as

shown in the timing diagram (Figure 27). The MSB out of

the decoder is inverted and logically ANDed with the .4 isec

pulse from the 74121 in the retriggerable monostable multi-

vibrator (74123). When the M is low and the 74121 output

is high, a pulse is produced slightly longer than i9 ,isec.

Now if two or more MSB's in a row are high, the mu1tivibratcr

will retrigger until a low MSB is received. It will then

stay low until a high MSB is received. The result is a

square wave whose average frequency is that of the analog

wave at the hydrophone.

Due to the lack of a constant frequency square wave

at the output, the use of an oscilliscope to observe the
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output wa3 impossible. The scope would never trigger and

presented only a blur on the screen. With a HP 5332A fre-

quency counter connected to the output, the frequencies and

their variations were observed. Good correlation with the

frequency transmitted was obtained as long as the trans-

mitted frequency was under 50 kHz, the Nyquist frequency.

Since only the MSB is used in this circuit, the auestion

arises as to the value of the remaining six bits of each

eight bit word. When the sampling rate is only slightly

greater than the Nyquist rate, very little information is

contained in those bits as far as the frequency component

is concerned. As noise is introduced, the probability of

error markedly increases. We are making our decision on only

one bit out of each eight bit word. As the sampling rate

is increased to much greater than the Nyquist rate, the

frequency information begins to spread out into the other

six bits. A good fraction of the fr-quency information is

still in the MSB but now we can also use the other bits to

help in the extraction of the frequency component Df tne

signal. A computer program could be written to check all

the bits in the noisy signal and compare them with prior

words and future words to determine the most likely signal

sent. As the sampling rate is increased from 133 kHz, this

method will give more accuracy at the expense of siznal

bandwidth. As will be seen in the next section, the optical
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channel is not close : being bandwidth limited. Although

the analog to digital converter in the PCM modulator is

limited to a sample rate of 250 kHz, there are other con-

verters that can give an :rder of magnitude faster sample

rates.

H. SIGNAL POWER BUDGET AND DISPERSION CALCULATbONS

While optical fibers offer lower losses of signal power

than do coaxial cables, some attenuation does exist. In

addition, some loss of signal power occurs wherever a

connection is made, whether it be a source-fiber connector,

fiber-detector connector, or fiber-fiber connector. Power

losses in a connector are causes by core diameter mismatch,

core numerical aperture mismatch, fiber gap separation,

axial misalignment of fibers, angular misalignment of fibers,

and Fresnel reflection at interfaces.

Signal power loss calculations enable the designer to

plot a loss budget analysis and predict the performance of

a fiber optic communication system. For the proposed system,

a link power budget was made for both the standard wavelength

of 0.82 4m and the higher wavelengths. Optical losses assc-

ciated with the various system components can be clearly

seen in Figure 28 and opportunities for improvement or limi-

tations identified.

First, the minimum optical power required by the receiver

must be determined. This value may be given as the noise
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equivalent power (NEP) which is the radient flux necessary

to give an output signal equal to the detector noise.

Another way to determine minimum detectable power is by

deriving an expression for signal to noise ratio at the

amplifier output, set that value equal to one and solve for

the power as follows:

.2
S is

-T .--
iNl + iN2

where is is the mean square signal current, iNl is the mean

square shot noise current, and L is the mean square thermal
N2

noise (Johnson).

Shot noise is caused by the random fluctuations in the

rate of arrival of the electrons at the collecting electrode.

Shot noise is represented by:

.27
1 2 2eldcf (9)

where e is the charge of the electron, Idc is the average

DC current, and If is the signal bandwidth.

Thermal noise is white noise occurring in all conduting

materials. It is a consequence of the random motion of

electrons through a conductor. Thermal noise is given by:

4kTe Afe=(9)iN2 L,
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where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the effective input
e

noise temperature and R is the diode load resistance.
L

In order for the photodiode to have a fast enough response

time to accommodate the modulation frequency of the light,

RL must be kept at a small value since:

1W<< 1(io)
m RLCd (

where wm is the modulating frequency and Cd is the diode

capacitance [25]. With RL small, the value of i 2 becomes

large. This noise term becomes dominant over the shot noise

term. Therefore, the detector is thermal noise limited and

shot noise can be ignored. Under these assumptions the

signal to noise ratio becomes:

2(?

SNR 
2(Pe /hv)

S4KT3Au/RL

where P is the signal power, n is the detector efficiency,

v is the light frequency given by v=C/X, Av is the signal

bandwidth and h is Planck's constant.

Setting SNR to one and solving for P gives the desired

expression for minimum detectable power:

-hv (12)
in e R

Since in practice, RL is related to the signal bandwidth

and the junction capacitance Cd by [251,
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in

AV 2 RC (13)

this expression can be substituted into Equation (11) to

give:

P 2 hV v 7v kT Ca (14)
min erj

where h = 6.6 x 10 watt sec 2

8 -6 1 -I
v = c/A 3 x 10 /.820 x 10 3 3.66 x 10 sec

Av =2/'r 1.27 x 10= sec , PCM bit period

e = 1.6 x 10- 19 joule

n = .7, from HP 4220 specifications

k = 1.38 x 1'23 watt sec OK1

T = T + (F-1) x 290, assuming a noise figure of
e d

6dB and diode temperature of 290 OK

T = 290 + (4-1) x 290 = 1160 OKe
-12

C = 1.5 x 10 farads, from HP 4220 specifications.

So:
-9

Pmin = 1.5 x 10 watts or -58dBmW (13)

Now that the minimum dete:table signal is known, the

signal to noise ratio required for a certain bit error rate

(BER) must be determined. Earlier it was mentioned that as

receiver SNR passes through the neighborhood of 0C 1B the

BER decreases dramatically. Using the standard assumption

that the noise is Gaussian, the probability of error -:urves
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for binary pulse trains may be used to determine that for

a BER of 10- 9 the current SNR must be [35]:

i
= 11.9 (21.5dB) (16)

<iN>

Converting this to power gives about lldB shown on the

power budget graph (Figure 28) as signal power. The LED

output of 300 4watts is from the IRE 160 FB specifications

and the power out of the fiber pigtail was measured as 72

Pwatts. The connector losses of 3dB for fiber to device an-

2dB for fiber to fiber are maximum losses for current tech-

nology. Future connectors will imorove uPon these f4gures.

Using T-203 fiber at .82'm the losses are 5dB/km. For

comparison the plot for T-203 fiber at 1.3 W.m and another

ITT fiber T-1211 at 1.3 Pm is shown in Figure 28. Using

T-203 fiber would not allow signal transmission at the

desired BER for the required 16 kilometers. Several alter-

natives are available:

1. Use a higher power LED. These are, in fact, avail-

able in the 1 mw area for various wavelengths.

2. Increase the maximum acceptable BER. This would

help very little since large changes in BER

in this area give only small changes in SNR.

3. Use of different fiber with lower attenuation. This

solution will give by far the largest improvement.

Shown in Figure 28, is the T-1221 fiber, with a 1.5

dB/km attenuation at 1.25 .m.
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Using a T-1211, a fiber link could be run from a hydro-

phone to the beach with no repeaters involved. A connector

fitting where the mu±:iolexer is now planned could connect

each individual hydrophone fiber into one multi-fiber cable

to the beach.

Rise time is a valuable measure of a fiber's dispersive

properties. It is used in a system design analysis to ensure

that the comDonents selected operate at the required speed.

System rise time must be calculated in order to determine if

the signal dispersion is a bandwidth limiting factor. Since

the dispersion decreases as wavelength increases up to about

1.3 'im, if an acceptable value is obtained for 820 nm, the

value for 1.3 um will be even better. For 2 MBPS the maxi-

mum required rise time is 350 nsec which is much greater than

the system rise time of 86 nsec as shown in Table 2 [6].
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Rise Time

Light Source: IRE 160 FB t1 = 14 ns

A= 820 nm

4 = 40 nm

Photodetector: HP 4220 t2 = 1 ns

-20 v bias

Modal Dispersion: T 203 fiber t3 = 56 ns

3.5 ns/km x 16 km

Material Diapersion t4 = 52 ns

16 km x 820 x 10 - 9 x 40 x 10 - 4

System Rise Time = 1.11 t +t 2 +t2
1 2 3 4 8n

Total Allowable Rise Time for ? MBPS Digital NRZ = 0.7/2 Ms

= 350 ns

Table 2. Rise Time Calculation
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Fiber optic technology has been progressing at such a

rapid rate that a noticeable advancement in several areas

has taken place just since the outset of this work. In-

creased attention has been directed towards standardization -

one of the biggest problems. In April 1978, the Electronic

Industries Association formed a committee with the intent

and purpose of standardizing the fiber optic area. Now, the

Department of Defense has allocated a Federal Stock Group in

their supply system for fiber optics. Federal Stock Group

60 is divided as follows:

6010 Fiber Optic Conductors

6015 Fiber Optic Cables

6020 Fiber Optic Cable Assemblies

6030 Fiber Optic Devices

6070 Fiber Optic Accessories

6080 Fiber Optic Kits

This step by the Defense Supply System should contribute to

standardization among military users.

Operating wavelengths greater than one micrometer are

fast 7aining in popularity. The British Post Office has

.9erlvn- tested a 1.3 micrometer receiver using a GaInAs

- 7hodiode and an FET amplifier. At 140 MBPS the mean
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received optical power was -44 dBm at a BER of 10- 9  In

Long Beach, Bell Telephone has installed a link operating

at the longer wavelength. Incorporation of longer wave-

length sources and detectors into the QUTR could allow

repeaterless links of up to 20 kilometers with current

technology.

Emphasis on simplicity in a fiber optic link seems to

be increasing. A direct result of longer wavelength opera-

tion is circuit simplicity in the transmitter and receiver.

Some systems no longer need the power of a laser source

or sensitivity of an avalanche photodiode. This means the

simpler circuitry associated with LED's and PIN diodes can

be employed. A concentrated effort in simple cable termina-

tion must also be made.

Longer wavelengths prove advantageous in the quest for

having less electronics underwater in the QUTR application.

A fiber link from each hydrophone directly to the beach 4s

now feasible with regard to attenuation. One possibility

would be to have an "octopus" type fitting where the multi-

plexer is now planned. Individual cables from each hydro-

phone could be connected to one fiber of a multi-fiber cable

running to the beach. For 16 hydrophones a 16 fiber cable

would be required. By coupling power into 16 fibers instead

of one, the bandwidth is improved by 16 since the receiver

noise goes up linearly with receiver bandwidth. Also, since

the power is increased 16 times at the receiver, a longer

transmission distance at the same bandwidth is achieved.
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Pulse code modulation offers a flexible and efficient

means of achieving improved noise performance with bandwidth

expansion and is particularly attractive for fiber optic

systems. Because of the bandwidth capability of optical

fibers, the bandwidth expansion caused by the binary repre-

sentation of analog information tends not to be the dis-

advantage that it often is with strictly band-limited chan-

nels. Because the Doppler shifted carrier wave is being

digitized, the Doppler information is contained in the

digital signal. This information could be used in torpedo

velocity determinations and potentially help in the tracking
algorithm.

All the signal information can be extracted from the

PCM digital pulse stream without converting back to an

analog waveform. As the PCM sample rate is increased, the

bits other than the most significant bit become more impor-

tant. Because noise is introduced into the system, a linear

interpolation algorithm becomes beneficial. If a bit is in

error, the computer program looks at the preceding word and

the next word and then interpolates between the two. This

computer "guessing" of the correct bit works best on smooth

waveforms which is the case with SFSK.

The future of fiber optic systems is bright. Current

trends and developments have been discussed and related to

the QUTR. A range layout and data format have been suggested
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and shown to be performable. Although individual component

costs were mentioned and compared, an overall cost analysis

was not undertaken. The best system is the cheapest system

that will do the job. It has been shown that relatively

cheap sources can be used if a higher quality fiber is em-

ployed. In general, the price of the optical sources should

be kept down since there may be up to 16 of them. The costs

and tradeoffs of moving the multiplexer to the beach need

yet to be studied. Once the costs have been determined

favorable to a fiber optics system for the QUTR, total

system acceptance will be a function of component matruity

and management commitment. It can be concluded from this

work, that component maturity is no longer a limitation.
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